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MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD 

Phone: 651-757-2873 
Fax: 651-297-2343 

          www.eqb.state.mn.us 
 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 
 

Meeting Location:  MPCA Board Room 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
 

AGENDA 
 

 
 
I. *Adoption of Consent Agenda 
  Proposed Agenda for April 17, 2013, Board Meeting 
  March 20, 2013, Meeting Minutes 
 
II. Introductions 
 
III. Chair’s Report 
 
IV. Executive Director’s Report 
 
V. Minnesota River Basin Integrated Watershed Study Update and Discussion 

 
VI. Fillmore-Houston-Winona Silica Sand Facilities EIS Update 

 
VII. Governors’ Institute on Community Design Workshop Update 

 
VIII. Genuine Progress Indicators Discussion 
 
IX. Adjourn 

 
 
 
Note: Items on the agenda are preliminary until the agenda is approved by the board. 
 
This agenda and schedule may be made available in other formats, such as Braille, large type or audiotape, upon 
request. People with disabilities should contact Elizabeth Tegdesch, Board Administrator, as soon as possible to 
request an accommodation (e.g., sign language interpreter) to participate in these meetings. 

                                                 
* Items requiring discussion may be removed from the Consent Agenda 
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520 Lafayette Road 
St. Paul, MN  55155-4194 

 
MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD 

Phone: 651-757-2873 
Fax: 651-297-2343 

          www.eqb.state.mn.us 
 
 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 
 

Meeting Location:  MPCA Board Room 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
 

ANNOTATED AGENDA 
 
General  
This month’s meeting will take place in the MPCA Board Room at 520 Lafayette Road in 
St. Paul. The meeting will begin at 1:00 p.m. Staff will be available for briefing and questions at 
12:30 p.m.  

I. *Adoption of Consent Agenda 
  Proposed Agenda for, March 20, 2013, Board Meeting 
  February 20, 2013, Meeting Minutes 
 
II. Introductions 

 
III. Chair’s Report 
 
IV. Executive Director’s Report 

 
V. Minnesota River Basin Integrated Watershed Study Update and Discussion 
 
Presenter:  Kate Frantz  

EQB Staff, 651-757-2370 
 
Materials enclosed: None 
 
Issue before the Board: 
The Board will hear an update on the Minnesota River Basin Integrated Watershed Study current 
activities. 
 
Background: 
The study is a federal watershed planning project for the Minnesota River Basin begun in 2008. 
The goal of the study is to develop a “decision support system” and watershed plan to assist 
water resource efforts in the Minnesota River Basin. The study is being conducted by the Army 
Corps of Engineers (Corps) in collaboration with state and federal partners. The EQB is the 
“non-federal sponsor” of the project, meaning that it is responsible for co-leading the 
collaborative effort, coordinating state agency involvement, and managing the State share of the 

                                                 
* Items requiring discussion may be removed from the Consent Agenda 
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project $9 million study cost, which is a non-cash match of 50%. A cost-share agreement 
between the Corps and the EQB was signed in September 2008. The Corps and EQB are advised 
by an Interagency Study Team comprised of state agencies, federal participants, tribal interests, 
the Metropolitan Council, the University of Minnesota and Minnesota State University at 
Mankato, and the Minnesota River Board.  
 
Discussion: 
Several activities have been conducted to date in the Minnesota River basin as part of the 
interagency team, including the following: 

· Collected extensive data in the basin to rank the top-25 basins, as suited for physically-
based tier 3 modeling (e.g. GSSHA, SWAT+Drainmod) based on data availability.  

· Screened the top-25 data-rich basins to recommend up to 9 basins to represent the 
geomorphic and climatic diversity of the Minnesota River Basin. 

· Obtained new channel cross-sections in lower portion of MN River. 
· A nested GSSHA model for 7-mile creek is currently under development at ERDC. 
· Developed a scope of work for geomorphic assessment of the basin to inform the tier 3 

modeling effort.  
· Worked with the Interagency Team to identify the planning questions they would like 

to address. 
· Developed a forum for interagency coordination by hosting meetings as part of the 

scoping and plan development process.   
 
Based on the interagency support team input, the team, including the Corps, is now exploring to 
what extent to conduct economic, social and environmental modeling efforts in parallel with 
hydrologic and geomorphic modeling. The following reflects the most likely path forward:  

· Additional tier 3 models in geomorphically and climatically diverse areas within the 
watershed boundary to inform efforts to scale up to more traditional tier 2 models.  

· Update the hydraulic model on main stem MN River based on new channel cross-
sections and LIDAR data. Develop a receiving water model (water quality model).  

· Develop an economic model for the entire basin.  
· Develop or modify an existing index to describe impacts to environmental resources.  
· Develop generic land use alternatives that may be used in the respective models to 

express trade-offs based on extreme land use differences.  
· Conduct a climate change sensitivity analysis to evaluate resiliency of actions taken in 

the basin.   
· Engage local stakeholders and public with the alternative land use scenarios in order to 

get their input in customizing an acceptable watershed plan.   
· Identify an entity to host the MN River Interagency webportal and Decision Support 

System. Work with entity to identify how data and information will be processed and 
presented. Develop the DSS and populate with data and information.    

· Identify implementation priorities, entities with authority to implement various actions, 
and policies that may govern the entities ability to implement desired actions.  
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VI. Fillmore-Houston-Winona County Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Update  
 
Presenter:  Jeff Smyser 
  EQB Staff, 651-757-2279 
 
Materials enclosed: None  

 
Issue before the Board:   
Update on the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) process.  
 
Background: 
A number of silica sand mines have been proposed in three counties: Fillmore, Houston, and 
Winona.  EAWs have been completed for several of the mines.  The proposed mines are phased 
actions that must be considered in total under the rules of the environmental review program and 
therefore crossed the threshold for a mandatory Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).  At the 
request of the three counties, on March 20th the Environmental Quality Board re-assigned the 
responsibility for the EIS from the counties to itself, the EQB. 
 
Staff will provide an overview of the process and preparation of an EIS and an update on the 
work being done to prepare the multi-county EIS on silica sand facilities. 
 
VII. Governors’ Institute on Community Design Workshop Update   

 
Presenter:  Ellen Anderson 
  Senior Advisor to the Governor, 651-201-6173  
 
Materials enclosed: 

· May 2, 2013 Governors’ Institute on Community Design Workshop Draft Agenda 
· Expert Biographies 

 
Issue before the Board:   
An update and briefing on the upcoming May 2, 2013 Governors’ Institute on Community 
Design workshop will be presented to the Board. 
 
Background: 
The team is pleased to announce plans for the Governors’ Institute on Community Design 
Workshop as a follow-up to the successful Minnesota Environmental Congress.  This workshop 
will take the information and ideas gathered through the many efforts related to the Minnesota 
Environmental Congress and use them to help the EQB shape a vision for the future that 
addresses Minnesota’s environment and energy challenges and opportunities. 
 
The 2012 Minnesota Environment and Energy Report Card provides a baseline for how 
Minnesota is currently performing in the areas of water, land, air, energy, and climate.  Citizen 
input gathered through the Environmental Congress Citizen Forums, comment cards, an online 
Citizen Forum, and the Next Generation Environmental Congress were the starting point for the 
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Minnesota Environmental Congress.  The Congress was a working session, where recognized 
experts and community leaders synthesized citizen input and develop issue statements presented 
to the EQB.  
 
All of the information leading up to the Minnesota Environmental Congress has been made 
available on the Environmental Congress website, located at: 
www.mn.gov/environmentalcongress.  
 
Citizen Forum information and comments submitted online can be found at: 
http://www.mn.gov/EnvironmentalCongress/forum.html  
 
Minnesota Environmental Congress Presentation Information can be found at: 
http://www.mn.gov/EnvironmentalCongress/march15.html  
 
Following the Minnesota Environmental Congress, the Governor’s Institute on Community 
Design has been working with the team to organize a follow-up event which features expert 
speakers and will facilitate discussion with the EQB.  The objectives of the workshop facilitated 
by the Governors’ Institute on Community Design are to assist the EQB in: 

 1) establishing actionable priority goals following recommendations from each phase of 
Executive Order 11-32—including the Environmental Review Improvement Report, the 
Governance and Coordination Report, insights from the Environment and Energy Report 
Card, and the Citizen Forums and Environmental Congress—within the context of the 
EQB’s current commitments and  available resources,  

2) creating action-oriented implementation plans for these goals, and  
3)  measuring outcomes to demonstrate progress toward these goals.   

 
VIII. Genuine Progress Indicators Discussion 
 
Presenter:         Ken Pentel,  

Director of the Ecology Democracy Network, 612-398-0601 
            
Materials enclosed: 

· Excerpts from Minnesota Planning and Minnesota EQB Report, “Smart Signals: An 
assessment of progress indicators.” (2000) 

· Excerpt from “Beyond GDP: New Measures for a New Economy.” (2011) 
· Excerpt from Atlantic GPI Report, “New Policy Direction for Nova Scotia: Using the 

Genuine Progress Index to count what matters.” (2009) 
 

Issue before the Board:  
To discuss the Genuine Progress Indicator for use as a measurement for Minnesota’s economic 
health. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.mn.gov/environmentalcongress
http://www.mn.gov/EnvironmentalCongress/forum.html
http://www.mn.gov/EnvironmentalCongress/march15.html
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Background:  
In the early 1990’s at the direction of Governor Carlson and the Minnesota Legislature, a 
sustainable roundtable was convened.  The roundtable explored the possibility, and then 
recommended, that Minnesota use the Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI) as a guide to measure 
Minnesota’s economic health. As an outcome, during Governor Ventura’s administration, the 
MN Department of Planning and the Environmental Quality Board published: “Smart Signals: 
An assessment of progress indicators” in March 2000. 
 
Since the publishing of Smart Signals; Maryland and Vermont have established the Genuine 
Progress Indicator as their state’s economic measurement.  
 
Discussion: 
The discussion before the Board will focus on the following the benefits of the Genuine Progress 
Indicator and why the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board is uniquely positioned to 
establish a new measurement of Minnesota’s economic health. 
 
IX. Adjourn 





 

MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD 
MEETING MINUTES 

 
Wednesday, March 20, 2013 

MPCA Room Board Room, 520 Lafayette Road, St. Paul 
 

 
EQB Members Present: Dave Frederickson, Brian Napstad, John Saxhaug, Erik Tomlinson,  
Mike Rothman, John Linc Stine, Ed Ehlinger, Kate Knuth, Dave Schad (for Tom Landwehr),  
Kristin Duncanson, Katie Clark Sieben, Spencer Cronk, Charlie Zelle 
 
EQB Members Absent: Julie Goehring, Tom Landwehr 
 
Staff Present:  Bob Patton, Kate Frantz, Jeff Smyser (EQB), Leah Hedman (AG), Beth Tegdesch  
(MPCA for EQB) 
 
Chair Dave Frederickson called the meeting to order at 1:09 p.m.  
 
I. Adoption of Consent Agenda and Minutes 

A motion to adopt the Consent Agenda and approve the February 20, 2013, meeting minutes was 
made, seconded, and carried unanimously. 
 

II. Introductions 

III. Chair’s Report 
The Environmental Congress was very successful; 350 + in attendance, breakout sessions were 
very productive. Commissioner Frederickson thanks all the Board members who took the time to 
participate in this all-day event.  
 
Environmental Congress Update: Ellen Anderson gave a summary on the Environmental 
Congress. She provided details on the Governor’s Institute on Community Design follow up 
workshop on May 2nd. A final report will be posted on the website after the follow up workshops. 

 

IV. Executive Director’s Report 
Ellen Anderson gave a brief summary on the silica sand legislation and what is going on at the 
Capitol; she went over some of the bills that have been introduced. Second policy deadline in the 
House and Senate is March 22nd and then more of the activity will move to the finance and tax 
committees.  
 
The Governor’s original budget request is to fund the EQB $1million for the biennium. 

 

V. 473H Eminent Domain Decision Item 
Presenter: Jeff Smyser 
 
Issue before the Board: Whether or not a proposed eminent domain action might have an 
unreasonable effect on agriculture and agricultural resources. 
 

 After Board discussion, the Resolution was approved and seconded. Roll call - 10 in favor, 
motion passes. 



 

RESOLUTION OF THE 
 

MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD 
 

Regarding the Notice of Intent to Terminate Enrollment Status in the Metropolitan Agricultural 
Preserves for Certain Lands in Vermillion Township, Dakota County; by Northern State Power 
(Xcel Energy) for the Purpose of an Electrical Substation Site 
 
 BE IT RESOLVED, that the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board approves and 
adopts the Findings of Fact, Conclusions, and Order that no further action is required on the 
Notice of Intent to Terminate Enrollment Status in the Metropolitan Agricultural Preserves for 
Certain Lands in Vermillion Township, Dakota County; by Northern State Power (Xcel Energy) 
for the Purpose of an Electrical Substation Site; and 
 
 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that David J. Frederickson, Chair of the Board, is 
authorized to sign the adopted Findings of Fact, Conclusions, and Order. 
 

VI. Fillmore-Houston-Winona County Request for Re-Designation of RGU for Environmental 
Review 
Presenter: Bob Patton 
 
Issue before the Board: Whether to designate a state agency as the Responsible Governmental 
Unit (RGU) for silica sand mines proposed by Minnesota Sands LLC in Fillmore, Houston, and 
Winona Counties. 
 
The Board amended #6 and #31 of the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order.  
 
The following people provided testimony: 

· David Williams, Lanesboro MN 
· Duane Bakke, Fillmore County Commissioner 
· Amanda Griggs, Houston County Protectors 
· Johanna Rupprecht, Lewiston, MN – Land Stewardship Project 

 
After discussion, the Resolution was approved and seconded. Roll call – 12 in favor, motion 
passes on a unanimous vote. 

 
RESOLUTION OF THE 

MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD 

 
Designation of a Different Responsible Governmental Unit (RGU) for Environmental Review of 
Multiple Silica Sand Projects Proposed by Minnesota Sands, LL, in Fillmore, Houston, and Winona 
Counties 

 BE IT RESOLVED, that the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board approves and adopts 
the Findings of Fact, Conclusions, and Order designating the Environmental Quality Board as the 
Responsible Governmental Unit (RGU) for the environmental review of the proposed silica sand 
projects in Fillmore, Houston, and Winona Counties; and 

 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that David J. Frederickson, Chair of the Board, is authorized 
to sign the adopted Findings of Fact, Conclusions, and Order. 



 

VII. Silica Sand Report Discussion Item 
Presenter: Jeff Smyser 
 
Issue before the Board: Discuss finalized draft of the Silica Sand Report. 
 
The following people provided testimony: 

· Eric Bryan, Bryan Rock Products 
· Scott Sustacek, Jordan Sands 

 
John Linc Stine, Commissioner of the MPCA - Staff did a great job organizing it and he 
recommends to appropriately reference the document so that it can be housed in libraries and 
used by anyone who has interest so we can distribute it and have its content referenced by others 
as credible. 
 

IX. Adjourn 
 
 
 





DRAFT -- Internal 
 
 
 
 

 
MINNESOTA 

 
Workshop for Governor Dayton 

 
Location: Minnesota Veteran’s Service Building 

 
 

May 2, 2013 
 

GICD Expert Team: 
· Doug Foy (confirmed) 
· Steve Burrington (confirmed) 
· Shari Wilson (confirmed) 
· Ron Sims (invited) 

 
 
8:00 AM – 8:30 AM Breakfast  
 
8:30 AM – 9:00 AM  Welcome & introductions 
 

· Governor Glendening 
· Governor Dayton 

 
9:00 AM – 9:30 AM Overview of Minnesota’s challenges 
 

This session provides a brief overview of the Administration’s efforts regarding the 
EQB’s current initiatives, including a report on the outcomes of the Environmental 
Congress and the initiatives the EQB will be addressing in the coming months. 
 
Presenters: Ellen Anderson and Bob Patton 
 

9:30 AM – 10:00 AM Workshop overview and experts’ preview  
 

The Governors’ Institute’s expert team will provide a preview of the coming 
presentations and discussions for Governor Dayton. 

 
Presenters:  

· Governors’ Institute’s expert team 
(Each presenter highlights what they will discuss.) 

  
10:00 AM – 10:15 AM break 
 
  



DRAFT -- Internal 
10:15 AM – 11:30 AM Identifying Policy Changes to Support the State’s Environmental Priorities 
 

Discussion Leaders:    GICD Expert Team 
 
During this discussion participants will identify the most important policy changes 
and programmatic alignment that should be made to support the priorities that were 
identified during the public forums and Environmental Congress.  

 
11:30 AM – 12:30 PM LUNCH  
 
12:30 PM – 1:45 PM  Implementing Policy Changes and the Role of the EQB 
 

Discussion Leaders:    GICD Expert Team  
 
Discussions will focus on the EQB’s role in supporting and coordinating the policy 
changes, as well as the steps needed over the next 12 months to ensure 
implementation. 

 
1:45 PM – 2:00 PM  break 
 
2:00 PM – 3:00 PM Measuring Environmental Outcomes: Using Indicators and Benchmarks to 

Achieve Progress  
 
Discussion leader:   Shari Wilson, former Secretary of the  

Environment, Governor's Cabinet, Governor  
Martin O’Malley (MD) 

 
This discussion will explore how a State can use indicators and benchmarks to 
develop and implement policy solutions and demonstrate progress. 
   
 The discussion will explore: 

· the benefits of routine progress monitoring; 
· case studies; 
· tools that are available to the agencies; 
· how a state can begin to collect and use data; 
· how success is determined; and  
· how these processes can support transparency goals. 

 
3:00 PM – 3:30 PM Developing next steps for the EQB 
 
3:30 PM – 4:00 PM Concluding Remarks 
 

· Governor Glendening  
 
 

 



 

EXPERT BIOGRAPHIES 
 

DOUGLAS FOY 

Former Super Secretary, Massachusetts Office of Commonwealth Development 
President, Serrafix, Inc. 
 
As the first secretary of the Massachusetts Office for Commonwealth Development under Governor Mitt 
Romney, Foy oversaw the Executive Office of Transportation, the Executive Office of Environmental 
Affairs, the Department of Housing and Community Development and the Department of Energy 
Resources to encourage more sustainable development in Massachusetts. With combined annual capital 
budgets of $5 billion, and a total workforce exceeding 11,000, Those four agencies are responsible for all 
infrastructure (other than schools) in the Commonwealth, including roads, bridges, transit, parks, sewers, 
water systems, energy, and housing. The agencies also regulate environmental protection and housing 
development, and guide the growth agenda for Massachusetts. Foy led the creation of Commonwealth 
Capital, a new system for distributing $500 million in annual state funding for municipal infrastructure that 
rewards communities engaged in smart growth; Chapter 40R and 40S, cash incentive programs to 
encourage cities and towns to develop their town centers, downtowns, under-utilized industrial land and 
locations near transit; a $30 million program to encourage transit-oriented development; and a new 
Highway Design Manual. Under Foy, the Office for Commonwealth Development also began providing 
technical assistance and model zoning bylaws to help cities and towns change outdated zoning.  
 
Prior to his service in the Romney administration, Foy served for 25 years as president of the 
Conservation Law Foundation, New England’s premier environmental advocacy organization. Foy 
received the President’s Environmental and Conservation Challenge Award, the country’s highest 
conservation award and the Woodrow Wilson Award for Public Service. 
 
A member of the 1968 US Olympic Rowing Team and the 1969 USA National Rowing Team, Foy 
graduated from Princeton University as a University Scholar in engineering and physics in 1969 and from 
Harvard Law School in 1973. He was also a Churchill Scholar in geophysics at Cambridge University in 
England. 
 



 

STEPHEN H. BURRINGTON 

Former Commissioner, Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation 
Former Undersecretary, Massachusetts Office of Commonwealth Development 

Stephen Burrington helps state and local leaders and diverse private sector organizations carry out 
strategies in sustainable energy, transportation, and land use.  His recent clients include state 
departments of transportation, cities developing local energy efficiency programs and renewable energy 
projects, developers of major transit-oriented development projects, affordable housing providers, and 
national foundations.  A current focus of his work is the creation of large-scale building energy efficiency 
programs.  He is a principal of Serrafix, Inc. 
 
Burrington has two decades of experience shaping public policy in the New England states.  From 2003 
to 2005, he served as undersecretary in the Massachusetts Office for Commonwealth Development, a 
super-secretariat that linked state transportation, environment, housing and energy agencies in the 
pursuit of smart growth.  He subsequently served as commissioner of the state Department of 
Conservation and Recreation, the nation's sixth-largest and most diverse state parks, natural resources 
and infrastructure agency.  His accomplishments in state government included:  
 

· creating Commonwealth Capital, a program for using state funding to promote better local 
land use planning and regulation;  

· shaping and overseeing implementation of the Smart Growth Zoning Act – a landmark law 
that provides incentives for municipalities to facilitate housing development in walkable, 
infrastructure-rich areas;  

· launching a $100 million transit-oriented development initiative;  
· collaborating with local leaders to advance major urban economic development projects;  
· implementing “fix it first” and complete streets policies at the state highway department;  
· integrating land use and transportation planning, and developing financing plans, for 

transportation infrastructure expansion;  
· incorporating smart growth criteria in state housing and community development programs; 

and 
· developing a $2 billion capital program to restore deteriorated parkways, bridges and parks. 

 
Before entering state government, Burrington served as vice president and general counsel for the 
Conservation Law Foundation, New England’s leading environmental protection organization.  His 
accomplishments at CLF included securing commitments by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to a 
multi-billion program of public transit and traffic reduction projects as a condition of regulatory approvals 
for Boston's "Big Dig."   
 
He is the author of publications on transportation, energy and environmental law and a graduate of the 
University of Edinburgh and University of Michigan Law School. 
 



 

SHARI WILSON 

Former Secretary, Maryland Department of Environment 

Shari Wilson consults on projects that create stronger environments, communities and improve public 
health. Wilson builds on 20 years of public service in management and policy development at the state 
and local level, and practice as an attorney in environmental enforcement and land use, to implement 
reforms in management and environmental and public health policy. 
 
Wilson completed a four-year term as Maryland’s Secretary of Environment in December 2010. The 
Department of Environment, with 1000 employees and an operating and capital budget of $500 million, 
provides water and sewer infrastructure financing, regulates water and air pollution, radiation sources, 
and waste disposal and provides 24/7 emergency response for environmental pollution and radiation 
sources. During her tenure, the agency developed the first comprehensive legally binding cleanup plan for 
the Chesapeake Bay, initiated a real time management system, created a statewide carbon reduction 
plan, spearheaded a new law requiring a 25% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2020, upgraded 
stormwater control requirements, implemented Maryland’s first regulation of concentrated animal feeding 
operations and disposal of fly ash, and increased enforcement over 40% with no new resources. Wilson 
served as Chair of the Ozone Transport Commission, Director of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, 
and Chair of Maryland’s Climate Change Commission. 
 
In December 2010, Governor Martin O’Malley awarded Wilson the “Admiral of the Chesapeake,” 
Maryland’s highest environmental honor. 
 
Previously, Wilson served Baltimore City as Chief of the City Solicitor’s Land Use Division and the 
Planning Department’s Strategic Planning Division; worked for 10 years at the Maryland Department of 
Environment; and served as an AmeriCorps member and Assistant Attorney General for Maryland. 
 
 
RON SIMS (INVITED) 

Former Deputy Secretary, US Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Former County Executive, King County, Washington 

Ron Sims was unanimously confirmed by the U.S. Senate on May 6, 2009, and sworn in as the Deputy 
Secretary for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development on May 8, 2009. As the second 
most senior official at HUD, Sims is responsible for managing the Department's day-to-day operations, a 
nearly $40 billion annual operating budget, and the agency's 8,500 employees. 
 
Sims previously served as the Executive for the King County, Washington, the 13th largest county in the 
nation in a metropolitan area of 1.8 million residents and 39 cities including the cities of Seattle, Bellevue 
and Redmond. 
 
While serving three terms, Sims was nationally recognized for his work on transportation, homelessness, 
climate change, health care reform, urban development and affordable housing. His leadership in 
affordable housing and multiple community and housing partnerships have funded 5,632 units of housing 
during his 12 years. 
 
One of the hallmarks of the Sims Administration in King County was the integration of environmental, 
social equity and public health policies that produced groundbreaking work on climate change, health 
care reform, affordable housing, mass transit, environmental protection, land use, and equity and social 
justice. 
 
Sims is also a proponent of Smart Growth programs and the preservation of green space before it is lost 
to development. The policies he implemented in King County stopped costly sprawl and resulted in 96 
percent of new construction being concentration in urban areas with only 4% in rural areas. 

Source: http://www.hud.gov/about/secretary/ronsimsbio.cfm 
 

http://www.hud.gov/about/secretary/ronsimsbio.cfm


 

Parris N. Glendening  

Parris N. Glendening serves as the President of the Governors’ Institute on Community Design. He 
advises state and local governments, citizens, and business leaders on policies and practices for 
sustainable growth and development. With his experience as Governor of the State of Maryland from 
1995 to 2003, he provides insight to current governors on the state’s role in impacting development 
patterns. As Governor, he created the nation’s first state-level smart growth policy package. Prior to being 
elected Governor, he served three terms as elected County Executive of Prince George’s County, 
Maryland. He taught political science at the University of Maryland, College Park for 27 years before 
being elected Governor and is the author of two books and over 100 articles and conference papers. 

Among many awards and recognitions, Governor Glendening most recently was named as an Honorary 
Member of the American Institute of Architects. He was twice named "Public Official of the Year" by 
Governing Magazine, the first time as County Executive and the second as Governor, in recognition of his 
nationally acclaimed Smart Growth program. Governor Glendening holds a doctorate degree in 
Government and Politics from Florida State University as well as eight honorary degrees.  
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Below are excerpts from: Smart Signals: An assessment of progress indicators,  
By the Minnesota Department of Planning and Environmental Quality Board,  
March 2000 http://www.gda.state.mn.us/pdf/1999/SmartSignals.pdf 
 
Introduction 
The Economics for Lasting Progress project was approved by the Legislative 
Commission on Minnesota Resources with the charge of “determining if our current 
measures of economic activity provide accurate and sufficient information for decision-
makers to support policies that promote the long-term prosperity in Minnesota.” In 
addition, the project had the tasks of investigating the viability of the "genuine progress 
indicator" as an alternative to the gross domestic product and gross state product and 
developing a Minnesota-specific measure of progress for use by state policy-makers and 
citizens.  
 
To accomplish these tasks, the following activities were undertaken:  
 
An extensive review of the literature on measures of economic, environmental and 
community wellbeing was conducted. The review focused on assessing methodological 
differences as well as issues of concern for a broad array of indicators of progress. It also 
identified characteristics of effective indicators and examined the most commonly used 
indicators in Minnesota. This review provided the foundation for the subsequent 
phases of the study.  
 
A Minnesota-specific version of the genuine progress indicator was developed. The 
genuine progress indicator is a national measure of wellbeing 
developed by Redefining Progress, a California-based economic policy think tank. One 
of the objectives of the Economics for Lasting Progress project was to determine the 
usefulness of this indicator for measuring well-being for Minnesota. This was 
accomplished by first applying the same methodology from the national GPI with 
Minnesota data to get a Minnesotaspecific GPI, followed by an in-depth critique of 
the genuine progress indicator.  
 
A vision for Minnesota's long-term economic prosperity was created. The critique of the 
genuine progress indicator and the assessment of current Minnesota measures of progress 
led to the decision that a new indicator of economic prosperity was needed for 
Minnesota. Developing this indicator began with creating a vision for a prosperous 
Minnesota economy, based on a broad definition of the economy that includes 
environmental and social factors. This vision, discussed in the Describing a Healthy 
Economy section of this paper, is comprised of five goals and 22 desirable outcomes.  
 
The "Minnesota progress indicator" was developed as a new indicator of economic 
prosperity in Minnesota. The MPI is an aggregation of 42 economic, environmental and 
community measures that provide citizens and policy-makers with a more realistic and 
comprehensive view of the state’s well-being. These 42 measures were selected for their 
ability to examine the state’s progress in relation to the goals and outcomes developed in 
the vision for long-term prosperity, outlined in the Describing a Healthy Economy 
section of this paper. This paper outlines the efforts and findings that were made in each 
of these activities. 
 
 
 

http://www.gda.state.mn.us/pdf/1999/SmartSignals.pdf
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Conclusion 
While economic indicators are useful, they should not be confused with measures of 
well-being. The well-being of a society is a combination of economic, environmental and 
social goals and outcomes, articulated by the citizenry. Thus, a measure of well-being 
must be based on the progress of economic, environmental and community measures in 
society. Although many indicators could be used to measure well-being, an effective 
indicator must meet the technical requirements of a good indicator identified above, as 
well as be able to attract the attention of the public and policy-makers. In the next section, 
an attempt is made at developing a Minnesota genuine progress indicator, using the 
methodology for developing the U.S. genuine progress indicator. (Smart Signals page 9) 
 
Minnesota genuine progress indicator 
In 1995, the president of an economic policy think tank in California, Redefining 
Progress, stated, “There is an urgent need to improve and broaden the accounting 
framework that steers public policy. If we are to preserve our social structure 
and natural habitat, we must develop means to estimate their contributions to our 
economic wellbeing. We offer the GPI as a step in this direction.”  (Smart Signals page 9) 
 
…While the national gross domestic product is essentially the sum of all economic 
transactions in the nation, whether they are a cost or a benefit to society, the GPI attempts 
to attain a more realistic indicator of progress by removing defensive expenditures (i.e., 
expenditures that do not add well-being but prevent deterioration), social costs and the 
depreciation of environmental assets and natural resources, and by adding values for 
nonmarket products and services (e.g., housework) to the nation’s personal consumption 
weighted for income distribution. Like many indicators, the genuine progress indicator is 
not perfect, however, the inclusion of issues that have typically remained unmeasured and 
unrecognized, makes the indicator far more informative than any other measure of 
progress available. While the GPI was not created in an attempt to replace the GDP, it 
was in part designed to illustrate the pitfalls of using the GDP as a measure of well-being 
and to improve and broaden the accounting framework that directs public policy.  
(Smart Signals page 10) 
 
…Comparing the U.S. and Minnesota GPI's reveals a more dramatic swing from highest 
to lowest point for the national GPI, indicating more volatility. While having its own ups 
and downs, the Minnesota GPI has remained relatively stable over the last 35 years. 
 
The genuine progress indicator is by no means the definitive indicator of well-being nor 
is it any easier to evaluate at the individual level. However, the GPI does attempt to 
incorporate many important facets of Minnesotans' lives that are good indications of their 
well-being. (Smart Signals page 12) 
 
…The Redefining Progress’ efforts at developing the GPI have had significant impact on 
the development of indicators several reasons. The first major contribution is the attempt 
to incorporate “the non-monetary contributions of families, communities and the natural 
environment."42 Second, is the adoption a more comprehensive view of the indicator by 
including environmental, economic and community variables thereby revealing a broader 
picture than most indicators. Third, the aggregation of the data into one indicator is very 
significant since it can potentially receive greater attention than 25 individual indicators. 
(Smart Signals page 12) 
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Excerpt from the Report: Beyond GDP: New Measures for a New Economy (2011) 
By Demos, Authors: Lew Daly and Stephen Posner 
 
THE CASE AGAINST GDP 
GDP measures the total monetary value of goods and services produced within our 
national borders in a given period. Developed in the 1930s to help policymakers gauge 
our recovery from the Great Depression, essentially GDP is a measure of raw economic 
activity and was considered even by its chief architect, Simon Kuznets, to be a very poor 
instrument for measuring economic development, let alone social progress. But in the 
decades after World War II and especially in the last two decades, GDP has become 
synonymous with the broader welfare and progress of society, and our entire economic 
policy framework and economic debate have come to revolve around the goal of 
maximizing the growth rate of GDP. From promoting credit-fueled consumerism, to 
subsidies for sprawl and deforestation, to deregulating capital and financial flows, to the 
relentless pursuit of cheap, dirty energy with high environmental costs, GDP growth has 
become the unchallenged standard and guiding idea in most of our policy-making, 
politics, and public debate about economic development. 
 
Yet, even as it has become the dominant economic measure and benchmark of progress, 
it is increasingly understood that GDP obscures or excludes essential aspects of welfare 
and sustainability in our economy and society, and as a consequence, greatly limits how 
we gauge policy needs and develop policy responses. This is not to say that GDP or the 
broader system of national accounts should be dismantled or ignored. Any credible 
reform agenda in this area recognizes that the system of national accounts provides 
important information about a range of economic realities, including personal income, 
savings, and consumption, gross and net capital formation, imports and exports, and net 
foreign investment; and as a summary measure, GDP is a good general barometer of 
levels of economic activity. Obviously, we should not stop using this system as a source 
of economic information. 
 
The problem lies in how GDP has come to play such a defining role in public debates 
about economic performance and social progress, and ultimately in policy-making. In an 
economic narrative dominated by the growth rate of GDP, significant and growing 
problems at the household level, in societal conditions and well-being, in environmental 
welfare, and in other key dimensions of our stability and progress as a nation, are held at 
the margins of debate, many steps removed from public attention let alone serious 
political action. 
 
The case against GDP can be broken down in seven basic ways: 
 
Distribution: GDP tells us nothing about how growth is distributed at the household 
level. For example, while U.S. GDP more than doubled over the last 30 years, median 
household income grew only 16 percent. Nearly all of the GDP growth went to the top 20 
percent and most of those gains went to the top 10 percent of households. Whether GDP 
goes up or down, it gives us no sense of who is benefiting from the gains or how the 
average household is faring. 
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Quantity vs. Quality: GDP measures the quantity of goods and services but not the 
quality. Money spent on alcohol and gambling is just as “good” by GDP standards as 
money spent on books and exercise. What is good for GDP is often harmful by other 
important criteria such as health and social well-being. 
 
Defensive Expenditures: GDP does not distinguish between expenditures that positively 
increase human welfare, such as college tuition, and “defensive expenditures” that protect 
against threats to current welfare, such as cleaning up industrial disasters, treating 
socially-conditioned diseases (smoking-related, obesity, etc.), and military spending to 
protect national interests from real or perceived threats. 
 
Real Economic Value vs. Borrowed and Speculative Gains:  
GDP tells us nothing about the sustainability of economic activity. Consumption financed 
by borrowing adds to GDP just like consumption financed by real gains in household 
buying power. Financial services add to GDP whether by allocating capital for productive 
investment or by fueling gigantic asset bubbles with speculation and transfer of risk. 
 
Depletion of Natural Capital and Ecosystem Services: GDP essentially 
ignores environmental problems. Economic activity that depletes natural resources is just 
as valuable, by GDP standards, as economic activity fueled by renewable resources. 
Activities that contribute to global warming add value to GDP today even as they 
threaten massive economic costs in the future due to climate change impacts. 
 
Non-Market Activities: GDP tells us nothing about the value generated by non-market 
services provided in the household, in the public sector, in civil society, and in the 
broader ecological systems that surround us. The human and social capital generated by 
parenting, education, voluntarism, community activities, green spaces and other aspects 
of public planning, etc., are not measured by GDP even though they substantially affect 
economic well-being and the overall productivity of society. So too, public output—the 
value generated by public spending in many areas—is not accounted for; nor is the output 
or social value of charitable services. 
 
Social Well-Being: GDP does not always track with indicators of social well-being, 
such as rates of poverty, literacy, and life expectancy. For example, the United States 
ranks near the top for per capita GDP but at the same time has the highest poverty and 
incarceration rates in the advanced world. Likewise, levels of subjective well-being, 
including life satisfaction, feelings of security and autonomy, and trusting one’s 
neighbors, are often higher in poorer countries with strong family and community 
structures than in wealthy countries characterized by social atomization and mass-
consumerism. 
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Below is an excerpt from the report: New Policy Direction for Nova Scotia: Using the Genuine 
Progress Index to count what matters. By Linda Pannozzo and Ronald Colman (2009) 
 
 
 
 
A new paradigm: the Genuine Progress Index (GPI) 
The idea of measuring what really matters—the broader constituents of wellbeing and genuine 
progress—has been evolving over the last 40 years as policy makers, like yourselves, have grown 
more aware of and more disenchanted with the limitations and indeed dangers of using the GDP 
as an indicator of progress. This growing awareness led to the gradual development of new 
measures of population health, volunteer work, time use, social supports, fish stocks, greenhouse 
gas emissions, air quality, and a wide range of other social and environmental dimensions of 
wellbeing and progress. These diverse new data sources have now yielded time series that, for the 
first time historically, now make it possible to assess trends and progress more accurately and 
comprehensively, and to begin to value natural, human, and social capital. 
 
As a result, the Genuine Progress Index can make crucial distinctions between the wider costs and 
benefits of economic activity that are invisible in GDP-based accounting mechanisms. Thus, for 
example, the GPI values the economic contributions of household and volunteer work, and of 
ecosystem life support services, but counts crime, pollution, sickness, and environmental 
degradation as costs not gains to the economy. That’s because things that are bad for society and 
the natural world end up producing actual economic costs in the form of what economists call 
“defensive expenditures.” Essentially, the GPI simply recognizes that the economy is not a closed 
box that exists for its own sake, but is designed to serve the interests of people, communities, and 
the planet, which are inextricably linked. 
 
In this way, the GPI provides a more accurate and realistic picture of how we are really doing as a 
society. From an accounting standpoint, the GPI also begins to move towards a balance sheet of 
human, social, economic, and environmental assets and liabilities that reflect, in part, the 
consequences of the long-term flows or trends that cause these assets to depreciate or increase in 
value. In order to create this more comprehensive accounting mechanism, the GPI assesses the 
economic value of these assets by imputing market values wherever possible to the services 
provided by human, social, and environmental capital. This process of monetization, which will 
be discussed later in greater detail, is a necessary step in assessing value, simply because financial 
structures, such as prices, taxes, government budgets, and monetary incentives continue to 
provide the primary cues for the actual behaviour of individuals, businesses, and governments. 
 
To illustrate this point, the most recent data indicate that there has been a significant decline in 
volunteer hours nationwide, with fewer volunteers now putting in longer hours in order to 
maintain services. However, this important trend, which directly reflects community strength and 
quality of life, has never been the subject of debate in any legislature in Canada, and the trend 
itself remains unknown to the vast majority of legislators. This is largely because no money is 
exchanged for volunteer work, and therefore the value of volunteerism is nowhere to be seen in 
our economic growth statistics and related measures of progress. And yet, if we had to replace the 
services offered by volunteers in this province alone, it would cost roughly $1.8 billion a year. 
 
This estimate is conservative as it does not include indirect benefits like the value of a strong 
‘civil society.’ Nor, therefore, does the recent decline in the value of voluntary work and services 
reflect the hidden social and economic costs associated with a decline in ‘civil society,’ which 
according to the literature, also leads to social unrest, alienation, higher rates of crime, drug 
abuse, and other dysfunctional activities. The invisibility of the benefits of volunteerism in our 
current accounting system and economic growth-based measures of progress ensures that a major 
decline in social capital in recent years remains off the policy agenda of governments. 
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Another illustrative example deals with natural capital, which hardly registers on conventional 
account sheets despite being the source of a very large portion of human economic wealth. The 
goods and services provided by an optimally functioning forest ecosystem, for instance, have 
been shown to be far more valuable than the immediate financial returns of clearcutting and 
selling the timber from that forest. Yet, when the ability of a forest to provide these goods and 
services is compromised, our economic accounting mechanisms should count the losses as costs, 
not gains, to the economy. In our current GDP-based accounting system, forests are only given a 
monetary value when they are cut down and the timber is sent to market. Forests are not valued 
for the other essential non-market services they provide when left standing. Thus, when a forest is 
clearcut, GDP accounts only for what is extracted from our natural resource base, but fails to 
account for what is left behind. This is like a factory owner selling off machinery and counting 
the proceeds as profit, regardless of the depletion of the capital base of production. 
 
Fortunately, significant improvements in data availability and assessment methodologies in recent 
years now—for the first time historically—enable movement towards a better, more accurate, and 
more comprehensive accounting system that truly reflects a nation’s or province’s true wealth. 
Thus, government departments can now use the GPI accounting mechanisms and monetization 
methods to ensure that hidden social, human, environmental, and cultural values are duly and 
properly considered in assessing assets, liabilities, and the true benefits and costs of diverse 
economic activities. They can thereby ensure that vital aspects of our inherent wealth are not 
assigned an arbitrary value of zero, as they are in our conventional accounting mechanisms, and 
that any depletion or degradation of that wealth can be quickly recognised and reversed rather 
than remain invisible as at present. Because it speaks the language of measurement, accounting, 
and valuation, the GPI can also be used as a strategic tool to communicate with the world of 
conventional economics, even while acknowledging fully that profound human, social, and 
environmental values can never properly be reduced to monetary terms. 
 
Important note: One of the most common misinterpretations of the GPI critique of GDP-based 
measures is that it proposes either replacing GDP or revising GDP to account for social and 
environmental benefits and costs. Nothing could be further from the truth. Indeed, it is important 
to emphasize here that there is nothing wrong with GDP, and no need for its revision or 
adjustment so long as it is used for the purpose its architects intended 70 years ago—namely to 
measure the size of the market economy. GDP performs that function very well and in a 
remarkably detailed and comprehensive way. 
 
The problem arises only when GDP is misused for a purpose never intended—namely to measure 
prosperity, progress, and wellbeing. Therefore the purpose of the GPI is both to replace the 
misused GDP as a measure of wellbeing and progress, and to restore the GDP to its proper place 
as a measure of the size of the market economy. In that case, GDP will become much less 
important and will certainly not need to be calculated monthly as at present—an unnecessary and 
expensive exercise that frequently mistakes short-term episodic fluctuations for long-term trends 
and thereby undermines rather than enhances market stability. GDP statistics issued once every 6 
months would be entirely adequate, and the saved resources could well be used to develop much 
needed (and hitherto neglected) measures of human, social, and natural capital. 
 
We also do not recommend tinkering with GDP to create a “green GDP” that subtracts 
environmental costs from GDP. Statistics Canada notes that its environmental protection 
expenditure accounts—one of the three accounting components of the Canadian System of 
Environmental and Resource Accounts—could potentially be used for this purpose. However, 
such an exercise would still be based on the fundamental assumption, which is questionable from 
a sustainability and ecological footprint perspective, that more production and consumption are a 
beneficial sign of progress.is growing. 
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